
THE LAW OF THE ITERATED LOGARITHM FOR
LACUNARY TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES

BY

MARY WEISSp)

1. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem of "The

Law of the Iterated Logarithm" for lacunary trigonometric series.

Theorem 1. Let

(1.1) S(x) = JZ (ak cos nkx + bk sin wjtx)
t-o

be a lacunary trigonometric series, that is to say, one such that nk+x/nk>q> 1 for

all k. We write

(1        _ 2 2 \ 1/2 2 2   1/2
—   JZ (ah + bj) )     ,      Mn =   Max (ak + bj)     ,
2     k=X / l£k£N

N

Sn(x) = JZ (ak cos WiX + bk sin w*x).
t-i

//, for N->+ oo,

( Bn )
(1.2) Bn -* oo     and    MN = o{-}

((log log Bn)1'2)

then we have, for almost all x,

Sn(x)
(1.3) lim sup-= 1.

if^+»   (2B2N\og log Bn)1'2

In this theorem the ak and bk are real and the nk are positive but not

necessarily integral. The latter point is important for applications.

The Law of the Iterated Logarithm for lacunary series has already been

treated in the literature. In the first place, Salem and Zygmund [l ] (numbers

in square brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper) have

shown that under the hypotheses (1.2) we have (1.3) with "g" instead of

" = ." They also presuppose that the «* are integers. A complete proof of

(1.3) was given later by Erdos and Ga.1  [l] under the restriction however
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that 5 is of the form X6'"*1 and that the nk are integers. In the proof which

follows we use some ideas from these two papers and also from the classical

paper of Kolmogoroff [l ] on the Law of the Iterated Logarithm for inde-

pendent random variables. More detailed acknowledgments will be given at

the proper places.

I am grateful to Professor Zygmund for calling my attention to the prob-

lem and for helping me with suggestions.

2. From now on, we shall assume for simplicity of writing that (1.1) is a

cosine series:
oo

y, ak cos w*x.
i

The proof is the same in the general case as we can see by writing a* cos w^x

+bk sin nkx=pk cos inkx—cpk).

When no ambiguity can arise, we write B, M, and 5 instead of BN, Mn,

and Sn.

We will prove Theorem 1 in the following form:

Theorem 1'. If e>0, 5>0 are given (small) quantities, and N is a given

integer, then under the hypotheses (1.2), there exists a finite sequence of integers,

N0<Ni ■ ■ ■ <Nk such that

Snj(x)
Max-> 1 — e
i£j£k(2B2NjloglogBNj)112

for x in a set of measure greater than 2ir — 5.

3. We first prove a lemma about lacunary series satisfying certain special

conditions.

Definition. We say that a lacunary series satisfies condition (r, R) if it

consists of blocks of terms of length between R/3 and R, separated by empty

blocks of length between r/3 and r.

Lemma 1. Let

S(x) = 22 ak cos nkX

be a finite series satisfying condition (r, R) where

(3.1) (}<«»>' - l)-i S (l/4)(j - 1)

and

(3.2) q-«ivR(R + l)2 S 1/2.

Let X, r\ be positive numbers and (a, ft a fixed finite interval. Let

M - max I ak I ,        B   = — X <**•
2
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Then if

1
(3.3) nx-1\MR2Aq^ — (B- a)

and

(3.4) A\MR2^~r,
4

where A is a certain absolute constant and Aqa certain constant depending only

on q, we have

1 C& 3
(3.5) —(B- a)e^-^v'2 ^  I    exsdx ^ — (8 - a)e(1+"^B2l2.

2 J a 2

The proof of the above is similar to a proof in the Salem-Zygmund paper

of a lemma similar to this lemma but having as a conclusion,

/. 2irexsdx ^ 27re<1+'>x2*2/2

o

instead of (3.5).

In what follows, A will be an absolute constant and Aq a constant depend-

ing only on q, not necessarily the same at each appearance.

The proof is based on the inequality.

(3.6) logfl + zH-zM - z   ^ A\z\*

valid for, say, |z| ^1/2. We define

Aft = JZ ak cos wjtx

for a* cos nkx in the hth nonempty block of S, and

8h = —- JZ ak

where the summation is taken over coefficients ak belonging to the Mh non-

empty block of S.

Now if XA77?<l/2, then AAa^1/2 for all h, and (3.6) implies

eXAk = f1 + XAh+_ X2A A eQ*

where

|<2„|   ^AX'IAhI3   ^A\3R2JZ   I ak\3 ̂  AX3R2MSh.
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If, therefore, we set

(3.7) wh = 1 + XA„ + — X Y* = 1 + — \\ + XA„ + — \A*h
2 2 2

(so that A* is the variable part of A2,), we obtain

exp (-AXSR2M 2Z 8k) f   ( II ™*) )dx

S  (   exs dx S exp ((A\*R2M X «*) f   ( IT w*) dx.

Hence, in order to estimate /fexsdx from above and below, we need only

estimate /£(jTw/>)dx. Clearly,

f (n w*)dx = os -«) n (i + — a***)
(3.9) "  ^ ' ,

+J* [n»» - n(i + YX25^1dx.

We consider the second, or "error" term. The constant term of the trigono-

metric polynomial wh is l+2-1X25A. The number of nonconstant terms of wn

is less than or equal toR2+R. Now we consider a term of TTwa — IT(1+2_IX25A)

whose highest non constant factor is from wP. The number of such terms is

less than or equal to (R2+R + l)pS(R + l)2p. In order to determine the inte-

gral over (a, 13) of such a term we must first determine its order. If nh denotes

the smallest of the orders of the cosines in Ah and «A the largest, then the

smallest of the orders of the cosines in wh is greater than (q — l)nh assuming,

as we may, that 1 <qS2, otherwise the lowest order is nn; the largest of the

orders of the cosines of wh is 2nh. If nkj denotes the order of the cosine factor

of our term taken from Wj, then the order of our term is greater than or equal

to

nkp - nk„_x-nkl^ nv(q - 1 - 2q~^3 - 2(q-*l3)2-2(q-"3)p-1)

;> np(q - 1 - 2(j"« - l)-1) £—*»(« - I).

The last inequality follows from (3.1).

Since the integral of cos nx over any interval is numerically less than or

equal to 2/n, the integral of our term over (a, ft is less than or equal to

(3.10) n-1Aq\M]j(l + — X25,.J.

Now
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nA = nrKq-*'3)*-1.

Thus the contribution to /fdl-V.— Ii(l+X28*)/2)_„ from those terms of

the integrand whose highest non constant factor comes from wp is less than

or equal to

,1,(7? + 1)2"XM __ /        1 \
(3.11) -n(l + — A25„).

niW3)*-1      1X\ 2        V

Summing (3.11) over all p and using (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain

J   (ll>A-Il(l + y ™S) dx :g nr'XMA.R2 ll(l + — \28k}

-yIl(l + Y A25„) (ft - a)

and hence (see equation (3.9))

Y^-«)Il(i + Y^)
(3.13)

r" 3 /     i      \
_;J     Tlv>«dx^j(8-a)U\l + j\26hy

We note that if w is small, eu(1_u) ̂  1 +u^eu, and hence

exp ( jz - vh -z- *si) = n (l+- X2S.)

(3.14)

= exp ( JZ — A2S„ J.

Now

_-,l        4  2 1        4       2„ __      2 1        22        22
(3.15) J_, —\Sh^—\ M RjZak^—\M RXB .

4 8 "4

Since by (3.4) we have \2M2R2^.r\, equation (3.15) gives us

__.     1        4   2 1 2     2
JZ — A 8h g — t?A B .

4 4

Hence, (3.14) becomes

(3.16) exp (-i X27?2 (l - y ,^ g II (l + y X2^) = exp (y A2732).

We can see from inspection of (3.8) that in order to obtain (3.5) we have only
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to estimate AWR2Mjl°'k=A\*R2MB2. By (3.4), A\MR2Sv/i, and hence

1
(3.17) A\ZR2MB2 < — r,\2B2.~ 4

Equations (3.16), (3.17), and (3.8) give us

1 T*3 3
— 08 - a)e<i-i»2ij2/2 S  I    cxsdx S — (B - ayi-H*2*'/2
2 J a 2

which is what we wished to prove.

4. We denote by Wa,p(y) the measure of the set of points x in (a, ft for

which S(x) ^y. That is

Wa.e(y) =  | {x:S(x)^y;xe(a,P)}\.

We will drop the subscripts a, /? where they are understood.

We now use Lemma 1 to obtain estimates for Wa,p(y).

Lemma 2. Let S be a finite series satisfying condition (r, R) and in addition

the hypotheses (3.1) and (3.2) of Lemma 1. Given e>0, let 5, e' and n be defined

by the following equations:

(4.1) (i-6')(l + 45) = 1;        (l-e')(l-5) = 1-e;       v = ~b2.
o

Then, if for

20
(4.2) X = — (2 log log BY'*

B

the hypotheses (3.3) and (3.4) of Lemma 1 are satisfied, and if B is larger than

some fixed B0 depending only on 5, we have

(4.3) IF((1 - e)(2F2 log log B)1'2) ^ •
log B

This argument follows closely that of a similar lemma in the paper of

Kolmogoroff [l]. Let

(1 - e')
(4.4) a = -- (2 log log B)1'2.

B

/ft /A   CO tA   CO

eaSdx = —  J    eaydW(y) = a I    eavW(y)dy

(4.5 J °° °°
/    /• 0 /»aB2(l-8) /»aB2(l+S) /. 8oBJ /. +co \

=   fl(j +j +l + + )
\«'_co t/ o «/aB2(l-S) «/aB2(l+8) «/ 8aB2 /

=   0(/l + /* + /. + /4 + /s).
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Estimation of Jx:

/0 r. 0ea"W(y)dy ^ a I    eav(B - a)dy ^ (8 - a).
-oo J — oo

Estimation of J&:

Letting X = 8a and applying Lemma 1, we have

W(y) _J y (|8 - _) exp (— (1 + r,)X2B2 - \y\

_5 — (0 - a) exp (— (1 + 77)64a2£2 - 8ay J.

If y^8a732, then

1 1
— (1 + i7)64a2732 - 8ay g — 8ay(l + v) - 8ay g, - 2ay.

Therefore,

3
W(y) g — (8 - a)e-2"y

and hence

/, to ^ f" 3
ea»W(y)dy £ — a(B - a)  I       e~aHy g — (0 - a)^8"2*2.

8aB2 2 J 8aB2 2

Estimation of J2 and J4:

Let X=y|52; since in J2 and /4, y ^8a732^873(2 log log B)1'2, we have

X^87?-1(2 log log TJ)1'2 which allows us to apply Lemma 1. Thus

3 3
W(y) _? — (0 - cOe-'1-"'"2-8 2'2 = — (0 - a)e-<i-«2/8>«2* 2/2

and

a,0s2(i-a)        /.80B2     \   / 3 \
+   I )(e-^-(i-«2/8)^ 2/2—(/3-a)).

0 «7aB2(l+J) /  \ 2 /

The maximum of the function ay — (1 — S2/8)y273_2/2 is located at the point

y=a732(l-S2/8)-1. Hence in the interval

(a£2(l + 8), 8aB2), ay - (1 - 82/8)(y2B~2)/2

is majorized by its value at y =a7?2(l + 6) which is

uB2(l + 8) - (1 - 52/8)(l + 8)2a2B2/2 ^ (1 - 82/2)a2B2/2.
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Similarly, in the interval (0, aF2(l-5)) we have ay-(l -52/8)y2F-2/2

^(l-52/2)a2F2/2. Hence

(4.8) a(J2 + Jt) S 12(0 - oVfV1-52'2^2'2.

If B is so large that 12 a2B2S3(ea B 5 /8)/16, the above equation gives us,

together with Lemma 1

(4.9) a(J2 + Jt) S — (13 - aOe(1-{2/4)°2'B2/2 S — ( eaSdx.
16 2    J a

For B so large that 15(/3— a) Se(l~v)a B /2, we have, by Lemma 1,

5 1 1   r*3
(4.10) a(Ji + Jt) S—ifi-a)S— e^-^^i2 S —       eaSdx.

2 6 3 J a

Equations (4.10) and (4.9), together with (4.5) give us

1   r" 1
(4.11) aJz > — I    eaSdx > — (fi - a)e^-s^v/2.

6   J a 12

We now investigate a J a:

/» aB2(l+J)

aJi = a I e"«W(y)dy S 2a2FV2-B2(1+8>IF(aF2(l - 8)).
J aB2(l-S)

Hence,irom(4.11)wehavel2-i(l3-a)e^-s^B2i2S2a2B2eaV<l^W(aB2(l-b)).

This implies

IF(aF2(l - 8)) ^ 08 - a)(24a2F2)-1e-(1+3«°2-B2/2.

Since if B is so large that log 2ia2B2 <a2B2b/2,

IF(ttF2(l   -  5))   >   (/3  -   a)e-Cl+45)a2.B2/2

(4.12)
^ 08 - a)e-<-1-''^il+iS> Ios'okB = (fi - a)/log B.

Since aF2(l-5) = (l-e')(l-5)(2F2 log log F)"2 = (1-e)(2F2 log log F)1'2,

equation (4.12) gives us the conclusion of Lemma 2.

5. We will now outline the proof of Theorem 1':

We begin by cutting up our series S(x) = X^=i a' cos n^x into successive

disjoint blocks of terms in a manner which we will now explain. We let

/ 1 2\1/2

BNj = (yE aA

where the sum is taken over all the coefficients in the jth block. Let c be a

large number which will be chosen later. We define the first block of terms

to be the first terms of the series S(x) taken until Bnxs^c. We note
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-.2-2 2 2

Bn,      Bn,-X        1    ajv,                aN,
1 < —! < -L_ _j-1 < 1 _|-i

'   c2   "       c2 2     c2" c2

and since ak/Bk^>0, a%Jc2 is very small if only c is large. Thus l?L\BNl/c2

^ 1 +7 where y can be taken as small as we like if only c is large enough, and

hence

Bn,
(5.1) l_i —^1 + 7-

c

The jth block of terms starts where the j— 1st leaves off and is taken until

c'

Thus

(5.2) 1^-^1 + T-
c>

The jth block of terms, which we denote by Fj, and hence the number

Nj, is thus defined inductively.

Clearly, if c is very large, then in some sense the jth block of terms is the

major portion of the partial sum Snp and we would expect it to determine the

behavior of Sn5. We let

2 1/2
Xj = (2BNj log log BNj)

and consider Snj/Xj. We wish to show that there exists a number k such that

Snj(x)
sup -_; l — «

lSjSfc     Xj

tor x in a set of measure greater than 2ir —5. Clearly,

Snj(x) = Fj(x)      SnjAx) #

Xj Xj Xj

We will show that if c (and hence SnJ) is taken large enough, then there

exists a number k such that

Fj(x)
sup ——- ^ 1 - e/2

l^ySt    Xj

in a set of measure nearly 27r, and that the term SnjA^J ls very small in a

set of measure nearly 27r.
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6. Before we can proceed in the manner just outlined we must put our

series S(x) into a form such that Lemma's 1 and 2 are applicable to it. We

will show that a partial sum Sn(x) of S(x) can be cut into two series, SN

and S'N, each satisfying condition (r, R) and that this can be done in such a

way that the series S'N is "small" in comparison with SN. This result is con-

tained in the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let S(x) = Xa* cos w*x De a finite lacunary series and let B2

= 2_1Xat- Let r = r(q) be defined by the following inequalities

(6.1) (q'" - I)"1 S (q - l)/4;       q-r'3(R + l)2 S 1/2.

Let R have the property that
r       e2

(6.2) — S —
R      96

awd also the property that it is divisible by 3r.

Then there exist series S' and S" such that S' + S" = S and the series S'

consists of blocks of length contained between R/3 and R, separated by empty

blocks of length r. Furthermore, if we write B2 = B'2+B"2, then

B"2      e2

(6.3) -S~
B2      32

We begin by subdividing 5 into successive blocks of terms each of length

R/3. (If the length of S is not divisible by R/3 we complete 5 by zeros.) In

blocks with odd indices we select subblocks of length r in such a way that,

if ft2, is the sum of the al taken over the hth odd block, and ft'2 is the sum of

the al taken over its subblock of length r, then

(6.4) (p"/(ShfSr/(R/3).

(This is possible since R/3 is divisible by r. We take for our subblock that

successive group of terms which minimizes ft'2.)

We denote the blocks of length r successively by A", A2", • • • . If we

remove them from S, the remainder consists of blocks of length between

R/3 and R, which we denote by A/, A/, • • • . Clearly, S' = XA>' and
S" = X^»?' satisfy the requirements of the lemma.

7. Before turning the proof of Theorem 1 as outlined in §5, we will collect

the terminology we need, restating old definitions or introducing new ones as

necessary.

We assume that the series S(x) of Theorem 1';

co

(7.1) S(x) = T^ av cos n,x

has been divided into blocks of terms in the manner demonstrated in §5. Then
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(i)  Fj(x) is the sum of the terms of thejth block

(ii) Bnj is equal to (2~1JZa2j)1'2, where the sum is taken over the indices

of the jth block.

(iii) Snj(x) is the sum of the terms in the first j blocks of the series (7.1).

We note that it is a partial sum of (7.1).

(iv) SNj(x) is the subseries of 5ArJ(x) determined by Lemma 3, consisting

of groups of terms of length between R/3 and R.

(v) S'nj(x) is the subseries of Sn,(x) determined by Lemma 3, consisting

of groups of terms of length r.

(vi) BNj is equal to (2~1JZal)1,2) where the sum is taken over the indices

of _V
(vii) B'Nj is equal to (2~1JZa2j)1'2, where the sum is taken over the indices

of S't,.
(viii) F'j is the sum of those terms of the series (7.1) which belong to both

Fj and S'Nj.

(ix) B'Ni is equal to (2~1zZa2j)1'2, where the sum is taken over the indices

of F'j.

(x) Xj is equal to (273^- log log BNj)l'2.

(xi)  X'j is equal to (273$. log log B'nJ)1'2.

8. Using the definitions of the preceding section we obtain the following

modified form of (5.3):

Sn, = Fj Xj Snj-i      2-1'2Xj_x      SNi

Xj      I'.Xj      2~1'2Xj_i   '     Xj Xj'

By inspection of (8.1) we can see that Theorem 1' will be proved if we

show that for c large enough (we recall that the splitting of S(x) into blocks

depends upon the choice of c) there exists a number k such that the following

inequalities hold:

Fj(x)
(i) sup -AA ;> (1 _ 6/4)

lSyg*    X'
i

for all x in a set of measure greater than 27r —5/4.

Xi
(ii) - _; (i - */*)■

X-i

t~\ I sLAx) I < ,
(ill) -^ 1

21'2Xy_1

for all j and all x in a set of measure greater than 2ir —5/4.
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2X,-_i
(iv) ■—- S e/4,

I SNj(x) I
(v) J-^^ S 6/4

for all/ and all x in a set of measure greater than 2?r —5/4.

9. The demonstration of points (iii) and (v) of the preceding section will

be contained in the following two lemmas.

Lemma 4. If

(9.1) BN)(2 log log Bn/)1I2MnjR2A S .05

where Mnj is the maximum of the absolute value of the coefficients from Sns, and

A is the constant of Lemma 1, then

(°.2) £ |r;i s (logc^za//)1-*,
3=2 i=i

where TJ = {x: S'Nj(x)/21'2Xj^l}.

We take \ = BNJ(2 log log BNj)U2, r\ = .2 and apply Lemma 1. We obtain

(9.3) ex*W(y) S  (    exp (XS^.)dx S exp ((1.2)\Bn,)/2 S exp ((1.2)X2-ftv,)/2.

If y = 2"2(2F2v. log log Bn,)1'2, equation (9.3) yields

W(y) S exp ((1.2) log log BNj - 21'2 log log BN])

S exp ((1.4) log log BNl) S (log BNi)~i* S (log cf-^l/jV-*.

Since IF(y) = | TJ |  for the value of y we have chosen, the conclusion of our

lemma follows.

Lemma 5. If

4   (2 log log ftv,.)2
(9.4) —-^—5-'— MNjR2A S .05

6 Bx,

then

X |r/| S ilogc)-l2Zimii
i-i i-l

where

T'/ = {x:SNj(x)/Xj^ 6/4}.
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We take
4   (21oglog73.Vj)>/2

A = --;       , = .2
€ DNj

and apply Lemma 1. We have

exp (XS'Nj)dx ̂  exp ((1.2)A BNj)/2.
o

Hence

W(y) ^ exp (1.2)(4/e)2(log log BnABnj/Bn,)2

- (4/e)(2 log log BnA'^/Bnj.

If y = (e/4)(273^. log log BNj)l'2, equations (9.7) and (6.3) yield

W(y) ^ exp (.6 log log BNj - 2 log log BNj) S exp (- (1.4) log log Bn,)

^ (log BnAia= (log e)-\l/jy-\

and since W(y) = \ Tj'\, our lemma has been proved.

10.  In this section we will consider points (ii) and (iv) of §8. Clearly,

21/2AVi = 2Ui /<-i ^g log BnjA1'2      2U2 Bn,-i

Xj \   BN.log\ogBNj   )       ' BNi

f »'-1      1
Y c2i
Ai 21'2 /   c2<'-» - 1   \1/2

S2(1 + T)-T_    -T(1 + T) («»»»-■/«•)

.   i=l

21/2

= (1 + 7)-•
c

Thus, we have

21'2Xy_i 21'2
(10.1) -=—_l(l + 7) —•

Ay C

We now investigate

Xy_ f Bn, log log 73^- I"2

*' E<loglog(E732,,.)
,-i \ t-i        /

We have
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'     Bnj    y12 ^  f(l-62/32)fty,)''2^   f (1 - 62/32)C2J')"2

X BNi 2ZBNi (l + y)2Zc2i
. i=i J I       i=i J I i=i

(10.2)

(1 - 62/32\1'2 / c2 - IV'2

We note that g(e, y, c) tends to 1 as e, y, 1/c tend to zero. Clearly,

/    ' 2   Y'2       ] J'2
, log log ( X, ^ )   g

(10.3) —^g  -y-        ^1-6/4

log log (tj^.)

provided g(e, y, c) is close enough to 1.

11. This section, which deals with (i) of §8, is a somewhat modified form

of a portion of the paper of Erdos and Gal [l ]. We define

(11.1)    Ei = {x; x G (0, 2x), F'i(x) 2: (1 - e/4)X'j},

(11 2)    Ei = **; X e (°' 2X) ~ (£l + El + ' ' ' + Ej~l)''

F'j(x) £ (1 - e/4)X'j}.

From now on we will denote (0, 27r) by I.

Since FJ is a polynomial of degree Nj, the set {x;xGFFy(x) ^(1— e/4)Jf/ }

consists of at most 2Nj intervals. In particular I — Ei consists of at most pi

intervals where pi^2NX. It is easily seen that the set I— (Ei+F2 + • • ■ +EJ)

consists of Oj intervals where Oj S 2(NX+Ni+ ■ ■ ■ +NJ) S ANj, where

A =2 X"-o (1/q)". li we let ej+x (j^l) be the union of those intervals of

I— (£i+F2+ • • • +Ef) the length of which is less than 6/ANj where

<"-3) 9 = (^)(1-10^)"

we see that if \MR2A <d/2, the estimate of Lemma 2 can be applied to each

of the intervals of I—(EX+ ■ ■ ■ +EJ) —ej+x and hence to I— (Ex+ ■ ■ • +EJ)

— ej+x. By Lemma 2,

(11.4) \Ej+i\  ^H-iEl + Ei+...+Ej)-ej+i\
log n;w

(11.5) \Ei\^-^~.
log B'Sl

From the above inequalities we obtain by induction on k
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(11.6) | I - (Ex + • • • + Ek) |  ^ 2* fi (l - -Xr-) + 2ttJZ i^_i •
y_A log£;./ Zilog73^.

Since log 73^.^(1/2) log 73^, the inequality (11.6) gives us

| / - (Ei + ■ ■ ■ + Ek) | ^ 2, fi (l ~ .-V) + 25r t ~7~T
y_l \ log ^iv/ y_j   2   > log 73^.

(11.7) ^ 2x fi (l---) + 2* £ ^til
y_l \ log (1 + 7)c' / y_,      log C>

^.n(i--i-)+2.E^i-
y_l \ 2j log c/ y_i    7 log C

Now we choose a positive number £ such that

(11.8) 27re"P ̂  5/4.

Then we choose k in such a way that

(n-9) p + i = zZtt^— = p-
y=l   2jlogC

Thus

(11.10) 2tt II ( 1-J _? 2tt (exp ( - JZ -J ) ^ 2«r* g 5/4.
y_l\ 2.7 log e/ \ \      y=i   2j\ogc//

Since |ey+i| i>ANfl/ANj = 6, from (11.3) we have

* 21 ey+i I *        1
2ir JZ ^ ^6 JZ - = 8ird(p + 1)

y_l 7 log C y_l j log C

(11.11) '

^ 8tt6H 1 - log—J S 5/4.

From (11.7), (11.10), and (11.11) we obtain

(11.12) \l- (Ex+ ■ ■ - + Ej)\   g 5/2.

12.  Now we will put all the preceding results together to obtain a proof of

Theorem 1' according to the plan of §8. We recall that

Sn,      Fj Xj       Sn,-i    21I2Xj-i        Snj
(12.1) —i ^A-Li-J-LL .

Xj      Xj X,      21'2X,-i       Xj X,

We first choose c and hence Bn,, so large that
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(4/«)BN)(2 log log BNj)MNiR2A ^ .05;

(2/log c) JZ (1/j)1-4 =S 5/4;        (1 + 7)21/2/<: S e/4,

log log gc
g T—i- =  1 - e/4>

log log c

where g has the meaning of §10, and

(12.3) 20/3^(2 log log BnJ)V2MnjR2A ^ 0/4.

Now (12.2) ensures the applicability of Lemma's 4 and 5, from which we obvi-

ously obtain

(12.4) i____ii<£l
21'2ATy_1   ""

on a set of measure ^2t —5/4, and

(12.5) \S,Ni\xf^e/A

on a set of measure §:27r — 5/4.

From (10.1) and (10.3) we see that (12.4) and (12.5) above insure us that

Xj 21'2Xj_i
(12.6) -^(1-6/4);       —+-_i«/4.

Xj Xj

Equations (12.4), (12.5), and (12.6) are simply points (ii), (iii), (iv) and

(v) of §8.

After we have fixed c large enough to satisfy all the above inequalities

and also to ensure that TVi is as large as we desire, we then pick k to satisfy the

inequality

(p+i) = JZ —— = p
y_l   2jl0gC

and hence, by §11, we have

F'j
sup  — ^ 1 — e/4

l^jskXj

on a set of measure  ^27r —5/4. Since this latter inequality is (i) of §8, we

have demonstrated all points of §8, and thus we have proved Theorem 1'.

13. We now pass to the proof of the inequality

Sn(x)
(13.1) lim sup- < 1 a.e.

F (2B2N log log BN) 1'2~
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As was stated in §1, the result (13.1) has already been established by Salem

and Zygmund in the case of nk integral. If the nk are not all integral their

proof requires modification since the system {e'"*x} is then no longer orthog-

onal over the interval (—ir, ir).

Our modification is based on the well known fact that if | nk — nt\ }z2h>0

ior all ky^l, then the functions

sin hx
einkx -

X

are orthogonal over the interval (— °o, + oo) or what is the same thing, the

system {e*"*1) is orthogonal over (—°o, +°°) with respect to the weight

function x~2 sin2 hx.

If we use this fact some of the arguments of Salem and Zygmund become

immediately evident. Others such as those used in Lemma 6 below need no

modification at all. However, to make this presentation self-contained we

give all the proofs.

14. Lemma 6. Let 6 be any fixed number greater than 1. Let Nj be the first

number such that

(14.1) 6S S 2BNj S e'+1 7 = 1, 2, • • • .

The number exists for j large enough and we have a.e. in x,

SNj(x)
(14.2) lim sup-gl.

,-.-     (2^ log log Bn,)1'2"i

If Nj does not exist for j large enough then there exist arbitrarily large

values of i such that the interval (6', 8>+l) contains no number 2F2, but such

that the interval (6>'+l, 6i+2) contains one such number. Thus

2bLi S e';     ei+2 > 2Bl ^ ei+1

which imply

al ^ ei+1 - ej = e\e - i)

and hence

al ^ e\d — i) = o — i

2B2m =     B'+2 e2

This last inequality contradicts the hypotheses MN = o(BN). This proves the

first part of Lemma 6.
Next we fix an e>0 and split Sn, into two series, S^. and S'Nj, with the
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properties mentioned in the statement of Lemma 3. We let

^      (2 log log 73*,) "2
A = -> r\ = t

Bn,

and consider only j so large that the hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied by

S'n-. Then, according to Lemma 1,

f exp (XS&j)dx g — (0 - a) (exp ((1 + e)\ b'n,/2))

^ — (fi - «)(exp((l + e)\'iBlj))/2.

Now if 17= {x: S'Nj(x) ̂ (l+e)(2732v. log log 73*,)1'2}, then

| Ty|   exp {(1 + *)(273*, log log 73*,)1/2a} £ — (fi - a)(exp ((1 + *)\BnJ))/2.

Substituting for A, its value given above, we see that

I Ty |   ^ — (fi - a)e-(1+e) loe Iog B»>

from which, and the inequality 2BNj=Q' it follows that JZ?=i | Ty| < «>. This
last inequality implies, a.e. in x,

Sn,(x)
hm sup- < 1 + e.

F (2B*Sj log log 73*,) *'2 -

Now by an argument which follows very closely that of Lemma 5, we

can show, a.e. in x,

Sn,(x)
hm sup- < e.

F (2B>Nj log log 73*,) >/2 -

Hence

Sn,(x)
hm sup- < 1 + 2e.

F (273^. log log Bn,)1'2 ~

Since e is arbitrary, we have the conclusion of the lemma.

15. Lemma 7. Let

W *.
c,   s v-> w*+l
o(x) = Z-, ak cos nkx; -> q > 1

k=l Hk
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be a lacunary trigonometric polynomial satisfying [«* —»j[ ^2 k^l and let

S*(x) = max | Sk(x) \ .

Then if (a, j3) is any interval of length less than 1

f &        /           sin x \                  C °° /sin x\2
(15.1) I    exp(s*(x)-   Jdx S 32 I     (-) eA^s^dx

J a \ X        / J —oo \     X    /

where Aq is a constant depending only on q.

Now if

sin x ^
f(x) = -2^ ak cos nkx,

x     *_1

(a*: xG(wfc — 1, nk + 1) or ( — nk — 1, — «& + 1),
«(*) =  "L      ..        •

(.0:   otherwise;

then clearly

1   c°
fix) = — I     e_iXlg(X)dx

4 J_M

and

sin x  _, 1   rw sin x
fw(x) = -   2-i   a-k cos nkx = — I     e~'Xzg(X)dx =-Sw(x),

where

Sw(x) =   23   °* cos ^fc^-

Furthermore

sin x       1    Cw 1    F"
-50(x)dS = —       e"iX*g(X)(l -  | X | /w)dX

x w J -w 2 J -w

(15.2)
/sin2 wX/2

/(x - X)-—- dX,
-„o                     wX2

where C is a constant.

Applying to the last term of the above equality an argument which follows

very closely that on page 248 of Zygmund [l ] we see that

/sin2 (w\/2)
f(x - X)--—— dX   S AM(f; x)

-a,                           wX2
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where M(x;f) if the well known Hardy-Littlewood maximal function defined

by

i    r£i     i
M(f; x) = max- f     | f(t) \ dt.

£ — xJ x

Thus

sin x C w

-   max   — J    Ss(x)d8\ ^ AM(f;x).
X w    | W J _TO I

Since

/nk n nk—l /* nk

Ss(x)d8 =   I        S5(x)d8 + 2 I      Ss(x)dS
-nk " -»i-l " n.k-1

/» nk-1

=   I        Ss(x)d& + 2(nk — nk-j)Snk-i(x)>
■7-"*-l

we have

Uk 1    rnk

Snk-X(x) = —- —        Ss(x)d8
l(nk — tik-i)  nk*J -nh

(lb.3)

«i_i 1     r "*-'
-I        Si(x)d8.

(2nk — nk-j) Uk-iJ-nk-i

Now since | nk/(nk — nk-j) \ = Aj, equation (15.3) becomes

i        i 11 rnk
max [ Snk-X(x) |   ^ yl9'max   — I     Ss(x)d8  ,

nk nk    \nkJ -nk

and hence

sin x . . ,
-   max | S„k(x) \   ^ AqAM(f; x) = AqM(f; x),

x

or

sin x
(15.4) - S*(x) ^ AqM(f; x).

x

We recall the well known fact that if/£7>, p>l, so is M(f; x) and fur-

thermore J1„M*(f; x)dx^2(p/(p-l))AA.\f\ "dx. Using this fact and (15.4)
we obtain

/*M|sinx ".           .                /    p   \p r°°   p\sinx *. .
I       -    \s*(x)\*dx£2[-A—)   j    At\-\S(x)\*dx.

J -oo I     X \p — 1/   J _x       I     X
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Thus for p^2,

/°°lsin x p,           ,                rx   J sin x p, ,
-    | S*(x) \»dx SS I    AJ-    | S(x) \pdx.

-x I      X                                                       A/ ^3,        |      X

From this last basic inequality it follows that

/"       /1 sin x I    \                r"         /  sin x \
exp f   -\S* J dx S 2 I     cosh f   - S*(x) J dx

/* °° 1 gift #   2

g 32 I      -   eA«SMdx
Af  —qoI x

which is the conclusion of our lemma.

16. Lemma 8. Let

N

Six) = 22 ak cos nkx
k=l

be a trigonometric polynomial satisfying condition (r, R) (see §3 for a definition)

where r satisfies (3.1). Suppose, in addition that nx is greater than a certain num-

ber no which depends on q. Let

M = max  \ ak\ .
JgJV

Then

/°° /sin x\2
( _\  eAqXfSidx   £1   eAA,qMR2B*+A\\zB'2/it

Let Ah and 5* have the same meaning as in Lemma 1 of §3 and let

2      2    2

/                          X AqAh\
wh = f 1 + \AqAh + -j.

Following exactly the proof of Lemma 1 we obtain

/" /sin x\2                                      3 s   2     ^        r °° /sin x\2 T_r
(-J eA^SMdx S exp (AAqX R M X «*)  I     (-)   T[whdx.

-co   \     X     /                                                                                                                a/ —qo   \     X     /

Let us consider a term in the expansion of TIwa whose highest noncon-

stant factor comes from wp. Then just as in the proof of Lemma 1, we see

that the order of such a term is greater than a constant times np. Thus if nx

is sufficiently large our term has order greater than 2. But, for w>2,

/°° /sin x\2
I-I cos uxdx"= 0.

Thus
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J - /sinxy n w^ = n ^ + 1 Ay8*j g ^Va',,,

and our lemma is demonstrated.

17. Lemma 9. Let

P,(x) = Sns(x) - SnUx)

where Snj(x) has the meaning of Lemma 6, and let P*(x) be the maximum of the

absolute value of the partial sums of the polynomial Pj(x). Then, if

2 2 2

ft- = Bnj — Bnj^

and (a, ft is any interval whose closure does not contain a zero of sin x, there

exists a constant c = c(q, a, ft such that for almost all x in (a, ft,

♦
P(x)

(17.1) lim sup —-——-S 2c.
;-«    (2ft2-log log ft)1'2

We take an r which satisfies (3.1) and fix an integer R>r. We divide

Pj(x) into successive blocks of length R and take P\(x) to be the polynomial

composed of the odd numbered blocks and PJ' (x) to be the polynomial com-

posed of the even numbered blocks.

By Lemma 6 and 7,

r" /* Sinx|\ 33 22 222
I    expfXF;(x) -\\dxS32exp(AAq\MR/3j + Aq\Pj/2).

If we take

(17.2) X = ft'(log log ft)V2

we see that

9* S 2BNj S ei+1;       (T2 S 22&,_ < t\       J - t* < 2ft < t* - t*

and hence X = 0(F^(log log BN,)112). But this implies \M = o(l), and so ii j

is large enough we have AAq\MR2S 1/2, and hence

C9        I     /*       sin x I \ 222
(17.3) I    expf XF, (x) -  Jdx S 32 exp Aq\ ft.

Let y be a number such that for x in (a, (3)

sin x
-   > 7 > 0.

x
Inequality (17.3) becomes
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ey\PjMdx g S2eA'^.
a

Let I1/ = {„: Pj *(x)>c(2B2j log log ft-)1'2}. Then

(17.5) | Ty|  exp (yAc(20y log log 0y)1/2) g 32 exp (^Aft).

Upon substitution for A of its value given in (17.2), (17.5) becomes |r/|

^32 exp ((A2q — 2ll2yc) log log ft), from which we see that if

c is (721/2)-1U2 + 2)

then

(17.6) | r/|   g 32 exp (-2 log log 0y) g 32(log 0y)~2.

Since 2B2^d>-1(d-l), (17.6) implies JZ'-i lr/| < °° and hence

P'*(x)
lim sup-^ C(q, a, 8).

F(202.loglOg0y)l'2

Since

P*(x) ^ P'*(x) + P"*(x)

our lemma is established.

18. The proof of (13.1) is now almost immediate. We first note that it is

sufficient to prove (13.1) for any interval (a, fi) such that sin x is not zero in

the closure of that interval. If Nj-2Sm<Nj, then clearly

Sm(x) ^        \Sx„(x)\ P*(x)

(273'Joglog 73m)i'2= (273Jmloglog73ro)1'2      (273amlog log BmY'2

1 -V,-,(«) I _P%j)_
= (273^ log log 73*,.,)1'2       (273^,  log log 73*,_2)"2 '

By Lemma 6

r 1 Ss,.%(x) 1
hm sup- S 1

F (273^. log log B*,_2)"2

a.e. in x. Since

2/3*,2_0'-2>^-;       l0gl°g^-^l

1 e3-i log log fij

we have, by Lemma 9,
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P*(x) P*(x)
lim sup-:-< (63 — l)1'2 lim sup-

P (2F!vy_s log log Bnj^)1'2 ~ (2$ log log ft) v»

s 2c(e3 - iy2.

Since 6 can be chosen as close to 1 as we desire, we have

,. Sm(x)
hm sup-S 1

* (2F;, log log Bmy2

a.e. in x.

19. The following is an analogue of Theorem 1 for Abel means.

Theorem. Let
CO

(19.1) S(r, x) = ^T, (<** cos nkx + bk sin w*x)rn*
i

be the Abel means of a lacunary trigonometric series. LetB2 = 2~1 2^,T ial~r-bl)r2nk.

Then if the coefficients ak, bk satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, we have

S(r, x)
(19.2) lim sup-i-L-l-= 1

r-i     (2F2rloglogFr)1/2

almost everywhere.

This theorem is almost an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. As in

Theorem 1 it is sufficient to consider cosine series. We define N = Nr to be

that integer such that

(19.3) rn» ^ 1/2;       r»*+» < 1/2.

We first show that B2/B%—>1 as r—>l. We write

I   N    i 1   N 1
2 — X) «* — X) ak(r "* — 1) — S a,v+mr2nAr+"*

-ft 2      x 2      i 2   m=i

ii=^-+—w.—+—¥.—= ,+'+°-
Since for kSn, a2/Fj\r—>0, it follows that

N N    / 1\ N~k

\P\  S«I   (r*> - 1)1  a «c£(-j     -.0,

iQiS2-,Wi^y(«-y„.U
m=l \ ftv+m/     \   J5at   /

Now F^+1=ajV+I/2+F2v^2F2v and hence (F^+m/Fiv)2g2"'. Furthermore

finN+m = r2njv+i     y+m <   M /A\qm~1 _

nN+i
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Thus

\Q\   = «E2»(l/4)«""'^0.
m_l

Clearly,

S(r, x) _ SN(x) (273* log log 73*)1/2

(2/32r log log 73r)"2 " (273^ log log 73*)>'2   (273>g log BrY'2

Sn(x) — S(r, x)

' (273rMoglog73r)1/2 '

Since

/273* log log 73*Y'2

\ 2732r log log Br )

and

SN(x)
hm sup-= 1

F(2732„loglog73*)"2

a.e., the first term on the right of (19.4) has lim sup equal to 1 a.e. and there-

fore it is sufficient to show

(19.5) SN(x)-S(r,x)   _^

(273J, log log 73*) "2

for all x.

We will show

Sn(x) — S(r, x)
-> 0.

7?N

SN(x) - S(r,x) *    ak I   "   / aN+m \ / BN+m\       I
-=    JZ — (1 - rnh)   +\JZ(—-)[—^—)rnk\

Bn i   Bn I m-i \ Bn+vx/ \ Bn /      I

*   / 1\ w-*
^f.vCE   - + w __ 2-(l/2)«" -> 0.

1    \ql m-l

20.  It should be remarked that the Law of the Iterated Logarithm holds

for lacunary power series.

Theorem 3. If

"                     «*+i
S(x) = JZ ckeinkx;      -> q > 1

k-X Wa

has coefficients ck satisfying
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max   \ Ck\ = o <->
xitSN ' l(Ioglog73*)1'2j

where
(N \ 1/2

__-  Ie*l0

</tew

5*(x)
(20.1) lim sup—-=1

(7J*loglog73*)i/2

almost everywhere. Furthermore, if

(oo v  1/2

JZ \ck\2r2"A

then

I Sr(x) I
(20.2) lim sup-= 1

(732loglog73r)'/2

almost everywhere.

It should be observed that there is no longer the factor 21/2 in the de-

nominator of (20.1).

As it has been remarked by Salem and Zygmund [l ], the equation (20.1)

for " ^" instead of " = " is an easy consequence of the theorem for trigo-

nometric series. The opposite inequality is an even easier consequence of the

trigonometric case as we can see by noting that

*

I Sn(x) I   ^  I SISn(x) \   =   JZ (ak cos nkx — bk sin w*x)
i

where Ck = ak+ibk.
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